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DIG-IN AT YOUR LIBRARY
Someone once said, "A hole is to dig." It's not
something we think about too much but there is a
lot to be said for digging. Many of us dug for hours
in our backyards, trying to make a swimming pool.
In Florida lots of us have dug in the sand to make
a sand castle. Gardeners like to dig to plant flowers
and vegetables. Farmers make it their job to dig.
It would be exciting to dig deep and find dinosaur
bones or an arrowhead. Dogs dig holes to hide their
treasured bones. And you can always spend the
rest of your life trying to dig to the center of the
earth! Finally, we can dig-into all kinds of adven-
tures at our libraries. So...grab your shovel and
DIG-IN!

GUIDE TO BOOK NUMBERS:
RC cassette book
CBF cassette book (produced in Florida)

BR braille book
FBC computer produced braille (Florida)
FBR thermoformed copy of braille

(Florida)

RD recorded disc
TB recorded disc (older, the library

usually has a single copy of these titles)
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Dig-In

DIG IN

RC11666 Cleary, Beverly. THE REAL HOLE.
BR07466 Four-year-old Jimmy digs a real hole with a real shovel

in the backyard. The hole is in danger of being filled in

until Jimmy's father thinks of .a wonderful thing to do -

with it. For grades K-3.

RD06829 Foster, Joanna. HOMES: SHELTER AND LIVING

SPACE.
A description of several kinds of homes, including caves,

Mongolian yurts, log cabins, mobile homes, and geodesic

domes. For grades 2-5.

RC16060 Gans, Roma. CAVES.
A simple introduction to caves, their formation, past uses,

and distinguishing features. For grades 2-4.

RC14831 Hamilton, Elizabeth. THE FIRST BOOK OF CAVES.

Describes various kinds of caves, their uses by humans

from prehistoric times to the present, and types of animals

and plants found in caves. For grades 5-8.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
6



2 Dig-In

RD18299 McNulty, Faith. HOW TO DIG A HOLE TO THE

OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD.
Takes readers on a wild 8000-mile journey through the

center of the earth to the other side of the world. Amusing

advice on handling emergencies adds humor to a scientific

tour. For grades K-3 to share with older readers.

RC28316 Saltzberg, Barney. CROMWELL.
Cromwell is certainly not like other puppies. He wears

clothes, digs holes with a shovel, and even reads to the

other puppies. But his new owner, Arthur, expects him to

act like a regular dog. For preschool - grade 2.

7
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4 Dig-In

DIG IN - GARDENS AND FARMS

RC33344 Allen, Thomas B. ON GRANDDADDY'S FARM.
The author fondly recalls summers during the 1930s
when he and his cousins Priss and Ben Allen, stayed on

their grandparents' farm. There were plenty of chores to
be done--tending the animals, hauling water, and weeding

the vegetable garden--and lots of fun to be had. For

grades K-3.

BR08387 Ancona, George. THE AMERICAN FAMILY FARM: A

PHOTO ESSAY.

This tribute to the American family farm focuses on the

daily lives of three families: the Macmillans of Massa-

chusetts, who operate a dairy farm; the Adamses of

Georgia, who run a chicken farm and belong to a coop-
erative; and the Rosmanns of Iowa, who own an organic

hog and grain farm. For grades 6-9 and older readers.

RC28166 Bjork, Christina. LINNEA IN MONET'S GARDEN.
Linnea, a young girl, and her neighbor, Mr. Bloom, love

flowers! So they take a delightful trip to Paris to visit the

home and garden of the famous artist Claude Monet,

who received much of his insp.eation from this garden.

For grades 3-6.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /rnas



Dig-In 5

RC16844 Blos, Joan W. A GATHERING OF DAYS.

BR04546 A story in diary form by thirteen-year-old Catherine
Hall, a New Hampshire farm girl who tells of everyday

events such as quilting, berrying, and sugaring in the

spring. She also acquires a new stepmother from the city
and dares to help a runaway slave. For grades 5-8 and

older readers. Newbery Medal.

RC22449 Bodecker, N. M. CARROT HOLES AND FRISBEE

TREES.
A humorously dry tall tale about a gardener and his wife
who, without even trying, grow carrots the size of third

graders with seeds the size of Frisbees. For grades 3-6 to

share with older readers.

RC25555 Brown, Ruth. THE BIG SNEEZE.
One lazy, quiet afternoon a farmer sneezes a fly off his

nose and sets into motion a chain of events that lead to a

barnyard commotion. For preschool - grade 2.

BR029137 Budbill, David. CHRISTMAS TREE FARM.

A visit to a Christmas tree farm in Vermont follows the

farmers from spring, when they transplant seedlings, to

late fall and winter, when they cut the year's crop and

finally take home their own Christmas tree. For grades

K-3. Print/Braille.
BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
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6 Dig-In

BR02053 Burch, Robert. DOODLE AND THE GO-CART.

A sixth-grade Georgia farm boy works hard for months

to find a way to earn $200 for a go-cart, but when he

finally gets the chance, he discovers something more

important. For grades 3-6.

RC22127 Demuth, Patricia. JOEL, GROWING UP A FARM MAN.

A year in the life of thirteen-year-old Joel Holland, an

Illinois farm boy whose skills are already those of a man.

Learning from his father and his older brothers, Joel

cares for livestock, repairs machinery, and harvests crops

on the land that his great-great-grandfather bought in

1860. For grades 4-7 and older readers.

BR07114 Domanska, Janina. BUSY MONDAY MORNING.

A child and his father harvest hay, performing a

different task each day of the week. A Polish folk song in

simple verse. For preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

RC2:207 Enright, Elizabeth. THIMBLE SUMMER.

One scorching day in the middle of a drought, Garnet

Lindon finds a silver thimbie which she believes to be

magic. Good luck begins that night with a rainfall that

saves her father's crops. For grades 4-7. Newbery Award.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas



Dig-In 7

BR03250 Fenten, D. X. INDOOR GARDENING.
Instructions on growing such indoor plants as the hibiscus,

orchid, passion flower, African violet, and velvet plant. For

grades 4-7.

BRO1538 Fenten, D. X. PLANTS FOR POTS: PROJECTS FOR

INDOOR GARDENERS.

This guide to indoor gardening gives easy-to-follow

instructions on growing plants from familiar fruits and
vegetables and from cuttings, seeds, and bulbs. The

author includes plans for attractive terrariums and
describes special gardening projects for each month of

the year, cencluding with a Christmas tree. For grades 5-8.

RC24707 Fife, Dale. ROSA'S SPECIAL GARDEN.
A four-year-old girl gets to have a garden. Instead of it
being a garden for plants and seeds, she wants it to be a

place for animals to visit. For preschool - grade 2.

TB03784 Fleischman, Albert Sidney. MCBROOM'S EAR.

A tall tale about an incredibly fertile Iowa farm, where

grasshoppers will eat anything green, including

McBroom's green socks, and devour all the corn except

one seed. For grades 2-5.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
12



8 Dig-In

TB01326 Fleischman, Albert Sidney. MCBROOM TELLS THE

TRUTH.

A :41imorous nonsense tale in which an unfortunate land

investment turns out to be a wonderful one-acre farm.

For grades 2-4.

TB01326 Flora, James. GRANDPA'S FARM: FOUR TALL TALES.

Grandpa spins four preposterous tales--he tells of the

great wind of '34 that blew him a fine blue barn; of
Grandma's cow salve that could make anything grow; of
the miraculous productions of little Hatchy Hen; and of

the terrible winter when conversation froze in the air.

For grades 2-4.

BR05072 Gage, Wilson. SQUASH PIE.
Time after time, the frustrated farmer plants squash for

his favorite pie, only to have someone steal every crop. A

tall tale fo rades K-3. Print/Braille.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
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Dig-In 9

BR07825 Gardiner, John Reynolds. STONE FOX.
Ten-year-old Willy lives with his grandfather on a small

potato farm in Wyoming. Life there is hard work, but it

is also lots of fun until the day when Grandfather gives

up on life and subsequently becomes ill. But Willy is

determined to keep the farm going and restore his

grandfather's will to live. He harvests the entire crop

with just his dog, Searchlight, and now must earn $500 to

pay off the taxes. For grades 3-6.

BR08903 Gibbons, Gail. FARMING.
An introduction, in simple text, to a family farm.

Describes the many indoor chores and outdoor chores

Print/Braille.

RD09057 Graham, Ada. DOORYARD GARDENING: TIM &

JENNIFER'S CALENDAR FROM PLANNING TO

HARVESTING.
Describes how to begin a year-round garden. A brother

and sister build a compost pile in winter, plant in spring,

cultivate in summer, and harvest and feast in fall.

Includes suggestions for indoor gardening. Forgrades 3-6.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
14



10 Dig-In

RC31358 Grove, Vicki. GOOD-BYE, MY WISHING STAR.

BR08591 Twelve-year-old Jens Tucker loves the farm where she

has lived all of her life. When financial problems force

her family to sell out and move to the city, Jens chronicles

their last week in a diary. For grades 4-7.

TB03813 Haywood, Carolyn. EDDIE'S GREEN THUMB.

Eddie Wilson and his friends struggle to raise prize-
winning vegetables for the Green Thumb Project. The

tale of their fight includes baby bunnies, unidentified

seedlings, crafty crows, and occasional doubts. For

grades 2-5.

RC07719 Hunt, Bernice Kohn. THE ORGANIC LIVING BOOK.

Simple guide to ecological living in the city or country.

The author includes tips for gardeners and recipes for

such natural foods as yogurt, bread, granola, and soup.

For grades 5-9.

RC26336 Hunt, Irene. ACROSS FIVE APRILS.
The story of a nine-year-old boy who must take over

running his family's farm during the Civil War after his

brothers leave to fight and his father has a heart attack.

Based on stories and records from the author's own

family. For grades 6-9.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas



Dig-In 11

BR03386 Ipcar, Dahlov Zorach. HARD SCRABBLE HARVEST.

Charming story in verse that tells about the running
battle between a farm family and the mischievous

animals that plunder their fields. For preschool -

grade 2. Print/Braille.

BR08565 King-Smith, Dick. ACE, THE VERY IMPORTANT PIG.

Ace, the great-grandson of the hero of "Babe: The
Gallant Pig," is intelligent and lovable. And Ace can
understand human speech. Farmer Tubbs is used to
talking to his animals but he is amazed when Ace makes

his wants known through different grunts. With the help
of Clarence the cat, and by flattering Megan the dog, Ace

gains entry into the house and develops a fondness for

TV. For grades 4-7.

RC32471 Kinsey-Warnock, Natalie. THE CANADA GEESE

QUILT.

Ten-year-old Ariel, a Vermont farm girl living in the

1940s, is stunned when she learns that her mother is

expecting a baby. But with understanding and support
from her beloved grandmother, Ariel adjusts to the news.

When a stroke leaves Grandma impaired and depressed,

Ariel reaches out to help her recover. Together they

come to terms with the changes the illness, death, and

birth bring. For grades 3-6 and older readers.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
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12 Dig-In

BR03381 Krauss, Ruth. THE CARROT SEED.
Story about a little boy with unshakeable faith in his
personal carrot seed. For preschool - grade 2. Print/
Braille.

RC11466 Kurelek, William. A PRAIRIE BOY'S WINTER.

The author's warm memories of his boyhood on the

Canadian prairies depict the rigors and pleasures of
winter life on the farm. For grades 4-7 as well as older
interested readers.

BRO0106 Lenski, Lois. CORN-FARM BOY.

Dick loves to drive the new red tractor and to take care

of the animals, but there is also plenty of hard work on

the Iowa farm. When things seem too rough, his under-

standing mother can be counted on for reassurance. For
grades 4-6.

TB02986 Lenski, Lois. COTTON IN MY SACK.

The story of a cotton-picking family on an Arkansas

farm. When they all fill their sacks, they have money for

necessities and a few extras, but if the weather or crop is

bad, or they don't pick fast enough, there is no money for

anything. For grades 4-7.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas 17



Dig-In 13

RC15118 Lenski, Lois. STRAWBERRY GIRL.

This regional story contrasts the lives of an indu&trious

family of Florida Crackers struggling to make a living

from their strawberry patch, and the shiftless family who
lives on the adjoining farm. For grades 4-7. Newbery
medal.

BR07843 Levinson, Nancy Smiler. CLARA AND THE

BOOICVVAGON.

Clara lives on a farm in Maryland. She wants to learn
many things, and most of all she wants to learn to read.

Papa refuses to let her borrow a book from the book
station at the general store because "farm people like us

do not have time to read." One summer day a big, black
wagon filled with books and driven by the librarian stops

by, and Clara's life is changed forever. For grades 2-4.

BR07939 Locker, Thomas. FAMILY FARM.

A year in the life of a small Midwestern farm family.

During the year the local school closes, and corn and

milk prices plummet so drastically that Dad has to get a

job at the factory. It looks as if they will lose their farm

until Sarah hits upon the idea to grow and sell flowers

and pumpkins. For grades K-3. Print/Braille.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas 18



14 Dig-In

RC22137 Lunn, Janet Louise Swoboda. THE ROOT CELLAR.
Orphaned Rose is packed off to live with unknown

relatives in a ramshackle farmhouse in Canada. Rose
ventures down into her aunt's root cellar and finds
herself making friends with people who lived on the farm

more than a century earlier. When Will, one of her
friends from ack then, fails to return from the Civil
War, Rose knows that only she can reach across time to

find him. For grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC21620 Mac Lachlan, Patricia. ARTHUR, FOR THE VERY

FIRST TIME.
Arthur's summer begins very badly and gets worse when
his parents dump him at his aunt and uncle's farm in the
country. But things improve as Arthur gets to know his

delightful relatives, their pet chicken who understands

only French, and a rumpled and outspoken neighbor girl.
Best of all, Arthur discovers that even he can be a hero in

his own special way. For grades 4-7.

RC30424 McCurdy, Michael. HANNAH'S FARM: THE SEASONS

OF AN EARLY AMERICAN HOMESTEAD.

Hannah lives on a nineteenth-century farm in the
Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts. As the seasons roll by,

there is plenty of work for everyone to do. For preschool

- grade 2.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas 19



Dig-In 15

RC18158 O'Dell, Scott. SARAH BISHOP. ° ° 000
Alone after the deaths of her father and brother in the
Revolutionary War, Sarah flees from the British, who

would arrest her, and heads for the wilderness. She
makes her home in a cave with a musket for protection

against wild animals, hostile townspeople, and her own

fear. For grades 6-9.

RC29722 Olsen, Violet. THE GROWING SEASON.
Marie Carlsen, growing up on an Iowa farm during the
depression, longs to have another girl in her country

school's fifth grade. But, when slow dirt-poor Frannie
moves into the community, Marie scorns her. Marie's life

picks up when a young, storytelling tramp named Nick

shows up and stays on as a field hand. For grades 4-7.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas 20



16 Dig-In

RC29723 Olsen, Violet. THE VIEW FROM THE PIGHOUSE

ROOF.
Continues the story of Marie Carisen, now thirteen. The

year is 1934; although the Carlsens are lucky enough to

keep their farm going, they are not untouched by the hard

times. Marie's oldest brother and her favorite sister,
Rosie, both have had to leave home. Still,life goes on,

and Marie grows in ways she never thought possible.

Sequel to The Growing Season. For grades 4-7.

RC31556 Paulsen, Gary. THE WINTER ROOM.
BR08380 Young Eldon describes his farm as it passes through the

four seasons, plunging the reader into the sights, sounds,

smells, tastes, and textures of his rural experience.
Although set in the thirties, this view of life on a remote

northern Minnesota farm bears the flavor of a much
older era because of the folk tales and memories shared

by the elderly men who live and work with Eldon and his

family. For grades 6-9 and older readers.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas



Dig-In 17

RC24583 Pellowski, Anne. FIRST FARM IN THE VALLEY:

ANNA'S STORY.

Saga about six-year-old Anna and her Polish-American

family, who were pioneer settlers in Wisconsin in the

1870s. Based upon the childhood experiences of the

author's ancestors, who were part of the Polish migration

to the Midwest For grades 3-6. Sequel: Winding Valley

Farm.

RC33466 Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnan. THE YEARLING.

Classic story about the Baxter family, who make a

precarious living on a backwoods farm in northern

Florida. Their young son, Jody, tames an orphaned

fawn. When the deer begins to eat the family corn, Jody

is ordered to shoot him. For grades 5-8 and older

readers. Pulitzer Prize.

BR03032 Rockwell, Harlow. THE COMPOST HEAP.

Simple text and illustrations explain how a boy and his

father make a compost heap and how it turns into soil.

For preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

RC12855 Ross, Pat. WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THE

BAXTER PLACE?

A family that owns a beautiful, productive farm begins to

sell their land piece by piece to friends, developers, and

sportsmen. For grades 2-5.
BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas



18 Dig-In

RCF00751 Rutting, Barbara. ACH DU GRUNER KATER.

A cat named Fettucini describes his adventurous life on a

farm and his encounters with the animals and people

there. For grades 3-6. German language.

BR07814 Saunders, Susan. ATTACK OF THE MONSTER

PLANTS.
You and your sister plant gardens every spring. You are

tired of your sister's garden doing better than yours, so

you succumb to a strange old man selling magic fertilizer.

Now your plants are going bananP_:s! You could be

crushed by a huge tomato, or tied up by a crazy vine.

You choose your fate in this "Choose Your Own

Adventure" book. For grades 3-6.

pop

TB03828 Selsam, Millicent Ellis.
THE TOMATO AND OTHER FRUIT VEGETABLES.

An introduction to the life cycle and growth patterns

of tomatoes and other vegetables such as snap beans, the

cucumber, and the eggplant. For grades 3-5.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
23



Dig-In 19

CBF1301 Van Allsburg, Chris. THE GARDEN OF ABDUL

FBC146 GASAZI.
When the dog he is caring for runs away from Alan into

the forbidden garden of a retired dog-hating magician, a

spell seems to be cast over the contrary dog. For grades

K-3 and older readers.

RC32668 Wallace, Bill. BEAUTY.
Luke, eleven, isn't happy about his parents' divorce and

the move with his mother to his Grandpa's Oklahoma

farm. His grandfather is stern and bossy, but it's

Grandpa who teaches him to ride Beauty, an elderly

mare that used to belong to his mother. He pours out his

feelings in Beauty's calming presence, and Beauty is very,

very special to Luke. Then Beauty has a terrible accident

and must be shot. For grades 5-8.

RC21029 Wilder, Laura Ingalls. FARMER BOY.

BR04262 Delightful account of farm life in upper New York state

in the 1860's introduces nine-year-old Almanzo Wilder,

who later courts and marries Laura Ingalls. For grades

4-7 and older interested readers.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
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Dig-In 23

DIG IN - INTO THE PAST

FBC134 Aliki. DIGGING UP DINOSAURS.

Long ago, dinosaurs ruled the Earth. Then suddenly,
they died out. For millions of years, no one knew these

giant creatures even existed. Then people began finding

fossils - bones and teeth and footprints that had turned to
stone. Today, teams of experts work together to dig

dinosaur fossils out of the ground, and then put together

skeletons that look just like the dinosaurs of millions of

years ago. Find out how these experts dig up dinosaurs.

For grades K-3.

RC08985 Aliki. THE LONG LOST COELACANTH: AND

OTHER LIVING FOSSILS.

The exciting story of the 1938 discovery of a live

coelacanth, a fish that scientists thought had vanished

from the earth more than 70 million years before. For

grades 2-4.

CBF1217 Aliki. MUMMIES MADE IN EGYPT.

Describes the techniques and the reasons for the use of

mummification in ancient Egypt. For grades 3-6.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas
26



24 Dig-1)

RC16608 Armer, Laura Adams. WATERLESS MOUNTAIN.

A poetic story of a contemporary Navajo boy in training

as a Medicine Priest. His years of training in the ancient

religion bring him many adventures: he guides some

engineers to water on Waterless Mountain; he rescues a

white boy lost in a sandstorm; and he fix. ancient

treasures hidden in a cave by his ancestors. For grades

5-8. Newbery Medal.

BR04415 Budbill, David. BONES ON BLACK SPRUCE

MOUNTAIN.

Two boys, both experienced campers, set out to explore a

lonely mountain and to investigate an old legend of a

runaway boy whose bones are said to lie in a cave on the

mountain. A suspenseful adventure for grades 5-8. Some

strong language. Sequel to Snowshoe Trek to Otter River.

RD06837 Butterworth, Oliver. THE NARROW PASSAGE.

During an archaeological expedition in France, Nate

Twitchell and his French friend discover a hidden cave

complete with prehistoric wall paintings and a mysterious

hermit who seems to be left over from cave man days. For

grades 4-7.

BLS70 (03/15/93) /mas 27



Dig-In 25

RD09301 Deiss, Joseph Jay. THE TOWN OF HERCULES: A
BURIED TREASURE TROVE.

Reconstructs the summer day in 79 A.D. when Mount

Vesuvius erupted, destroying the town of Herculaneum.

Also relates the rediscovery of the town by chance and

the exciting archaeological digs of recent centuries. For

grades 5-8.

RC32081 Denzel, Justin F. BOY OF THE PAINTED rAVE.
It is the Stone Age. Tao, the boy with the bad foot, is

adopted as an infant by the kind old woman Kala, and
does not know his father. Determined to paint the bears,
deer, and wooly mammoths that inhabit his world,

despite the taboo against it, Tao is cast from the clan.

Now on the outside, he begins to view clan superstitions

skeptically, and the despised wolf dog, Ram, becomes

Tao's devoted friend. For grades 4-7 and other readers.

RC14193 Dixon, Franklin W. SECRET OF THE CAVES.

BR04132 The disappearance of a brilliant young professor leads

the Hardy boys to the dangerous Honeycomb Caves on

the seacoast where they find a hot-tempered hermit who

seems to have something to hide. For grades 4-7.
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RC25698 Dunrea, Olivier. SKARA BRAE: THE STORY OF A

PREHISTORIC VILLAGE.
Over 5,000 years ago Stone Age people established a

settlement on the Orkney Islands off the coast of

Scotland. Buried intact by a violent storm around 2400
B.C. Skora Brae, or "village of the hilly dunes," was

discovered by archaeologists in the nineteenth century.

This book describes Skara Brae, its discovery, and what

it reveals about the lifestyle and culture of the people

who lived there. For grades 3-6.

RC26465 Hackwell, W. John. DIGGING TO THE PAST:

EXCAVATIONS IN ANCIENT LANDS.

Archaeologists dig to find remains of the past, which they

study to see how people lived long ago. This book

describes the routine tasks of an excavation, the working

groups or teams, and daily life on an excavation. It also

discusses what we have learned about ancient life in the

Middle East from artifacts and other finds. For grades

3-6.
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RD10753 Jacob, Helen Pierce. THE SECRET OF THE

STRAWBRIDGE PLACE.
Kate andbscar search Kate's house for a secret room

used as a station on the underground railroad. Their
search, which leads them into a many-chambered cave,

comes to a halt when Kate disappears without a trace.

For grades 3-6.

RC24514 Lauber, Patricia. TALES MUMMIES TELL.
BR06584 Explains how the study of mummies can tell us about

ancient civilizations and prehistoric life. Discusses the
human mummies of Egypt and how they were preserved,

the discovery of a frozen baby mammoth in Siberia, and

the mummies of Peru. For grades 6-9 and older readers.

RC26805 Marston, Elsa. MYSTERIES IN AMERICAN

ARCHEOLOGY.
Presents unsolved puzzles of American archaeological

sites. Explores theories about who really discovered

America, the Mound Builders, The Hopewell and

Anasazi Indians, the Bighorn Medicine Wheel, America's

stonehenges and woodhenges, and other mysteries of the

past. For grades 6-9.
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BR05186 Packard, Edward. CAVE OF TIME.
A do-it-yourself adventure which the reader creates by

making choices at crucial points, leading to one of thirty-

nine possible endings. For grades 4-7.

RC27203 Peck, Richard. BLOSSOM CULP AND THE SLEEP OF

DEATH.
The unflappable psychic Blossom, a freshman at Bluff

City High School, is pleasantly surprised by the new

history teacher, who supports women's suffrage and

immerses her students in an unorthodox study of ancient

Egypt. Enthralled with the study, Blossom is visited by

an Egyptian princess who has been buried for nearly

four thousand years and brings her unwitting companion,

Alexander Armsworth, into the action. Sequel to "The

Ghost Belonged to Me: A Novel." For grades 6-9.

BR00702 Pfeiffer, John E. THE SEARCH FOR EARLY MAN.

The author tells how four boys discovered the Lascaux

cave in France in 1940, and explains the archaeological

signifiance of the wall paintings, fossilized bones, artifacts,

and other products of prehistoric times. For grades 5-8.
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BR00795 Selden, George. HEINRICH SCHLIEMANN:
DISCOVERER OF BURIED TREASURE.

The story of the 19th-century German archaeologist who
dedicated his later years to the search and eventual

discovery of Troy and other Homeric states. For grades

3-6.

RC08961 Sneve, Virginia Driving Hawk. HIGH ELK'S TREASURE.

Seeking shelter in the cave of his ancestors during a flash

flood, Joe High Elk unearths a treasure which his great-
grandfather hid there almost a hundred years before.
For grades 3-6 and older interested readers.

RD06440 Sonnleitner, A. Th. THE CAVE CHILDREN.
Two 16th-century young people are trapped in a remote

Alpine Valley by an impassable rockslide. They survive

only by rediscovering the tools and techniques of

prehistoric man. For grades 5-8.

RC09794 Southall, Ivan. HILLS END.
Engrossing adventure about seven children who explore

an isolated cave and must learn to survive after a violent

storm cuts them off from all other help. For grades 5-8.

32
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BR00280 Thayer, Jane. QUIET ON ACCOUNT OF DINOSAUR.

A story relating how Mary Ann found a real, live bronto-

saurus, which had been sleeping in a cave for 60 million

years, and took it to school as a pet. For grades 2-4.

CBF1221 Wallace, Bill. TRAPPED IN DEATH CAVE.

Everybody thinks Gary's Grandpa died in a fishing
accident. But from a note grandpa left, Gary suspects he
was murdered. The note tells of a million dollars in gold
hidden in a cave and an old Indian curse promising that
anyone who touches it will die! Gary and his friend

Brian are sure that if they find the gold, they will also

find Grandpa's killer. For grades 6-9.

TB01484 White, Anne Terry. LOST WORLDS: ADVENTURES

IN ARCHAEOLOGY.

A description of the reconstruction of four vast, buried

civilizations--Minos, Egypt of the Pharaohs, Babylonia-

Assyria, and the Maya. For grades 6-9.

For more books on digging into the past see the SUMMER

SAFARI bibliography chapter "Dinosaur Safari."
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